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What we will cover

Websites

Apple based (iOS) apps for use on iPad or iPhone

Android apps for use on tablets/smart phones (Samsung)

Windows based apps
How can this work?

Experimentation time

Group discussion
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https://Perimeter_link   www.aaamath.com
www.aaaspell.com   www.studyladder.com
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Song Lyrics record sheet

English website record sheet

Maths website record sheet
iOS apps
(Apple – iPad, iPhone)
Android apps for Tablets and smart phones (Samsung)

Remote control
Abbott and Costello
Interpretation?
Understanding the process
Different ways of learning
Multiply two 2 digit numbers between 10 and 20

14 \times 12 = 168

In the example we’ll multiply 14 by 12

a) Subtract 10 from each number and write below

b) Add two diagonal numbers and write next to = sign – it doesn’t matter which ones you use (hundreds and tens)

c) Multiply the two bottom numbers and write next to c (units)
Multiply two 2 digit numbers between 10 and 20

In the example we’ll multiply 11 by 15

a) Subtract 10 from each number and write below

b) Add two diagonal numbers and write next to = sign – it doesn’t matter which ones you use (hundreds and tens)

c) Multiply the two bottom numbers and write next to c (units)
Multiply two 2 digit numbers between 10 and 20

17 x 18 = 25
Subtract 10
7

In the example we’ll multiply 17 by 18
a) Subtract 10 from each number and write below
b) Add two diagonal numbers and write next to = sign – it doesn’t matter which ones you use (hundreds and tens)
c) Multiply the two bottom numbers and write next to c (units)
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Word Search Creator

Nokia Beamer
Conference WiFi – ACAL2014
Download an app
Visit some websites
Experiment with some of the apps
Feedback on:

What websites/apps would you use in your classroom?

Share with the group any websites/apps you are already using

Discuss and report on the benefits and possibilities

Challenges?
Contact Us:

Sue James
sue.james@tafesa.edu.au

Penne Skewes
penne.skewes@tafesa.edu.au

Don’t forget to join us at the ACAL conference in September 2015 at the Adelaide Zoo Hosted by SACAL (South Australian Council for Adult Literacy)